January 31, 2014

Dear, amazing jaguar teacher

All of the teachers at AHA are the best. But the one reading my letter is the most amazing. Thank you for all of the things you have done to us; you have changed our lives and futures for a positive outcome. By giving us opportunities, motivation, help, tutoring, EVERYTHING. Thank you for taking half an hour from your lunch just to help us, all of the things that you guys are doing will help us in the future with our careers, jobs, families, etc. the knowledge that every teacher provides us with be cherished for a life time. Even though, there are some students who don’t behave or listen, there are 1,000,000,000 other students who value and admire the things you do for us. Its not that they just do not want to listen, maybe they have problems at home or something, but they’re not bad kids; honestly, from my experience and point of view, the only thing they need is motivation. You have impacted my life for good and in a caring way. Thank you for teaching at AHA we are the luckiest school in the world (thanks to the awesome teachers we have.) Even though there’s tough or rough things going on, please do not give up on us. We really need you and AHA would not be the same. There has to be a solution to the problems that are occurring. We need to work together to overcome these obstacles but we need to do it in a civilized and professional matter so that our voices can be heard. I am AHA student writing this letter with complete honesty and sincerity. So many teachers have helped not just me, but my family and those so many teachers teach at AHA and I’m pretty sure that those teachers are reading my letter. And for those whom I do not know, I’m pretty sure you’re amazing as well, and I still need to meet you. I value the hard work you do for us.

Thank you for your time and consideration

Sincerely,

A student from Atrisco Heritage Academy High School.